Abstract
Engaging in exertion activities – these are activities that require intense physical effort from users – is beneficial for physical health. Unfortunately, many exertion activities are often considered not very engaging, and turning them into a game – by means of gamification - has been suggested as an approach to make them more compelling. We discuss design strategies particularly suitable for exertion activities that can facilitate this process and highlight the role of technology based on our experience of designing exertion games. By identifying such strategies, we believe better exertion games can be designed that ultimately results in people profiting more from the associated benefits of exertion.
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Introduction

“Gamification” is an emerging umbrella term for the use of video game elements in non-gaming interactive systems to engage users in (sometimes mundane) tasks, hence making the tasks more “fun” in order to change people’s activities for the better [3].

Many previous approaches towards gamification focus on the facilitation of cognitive activities, in this paper, we want to draw attention to the gamification of physical activities. These physical activities require intense physical effort from the user: typical examples are discussed under the term exertion interfaces [6]. Exertion interface interactions resemble sports and exercise activity, and designing for such exertion experiences presents unique challenges, but also opportunities for the interaction designer [7].

As exercise is often seen by some users as not very appealing [10], utilizing a gamification approach to physical exercise might be a viable approach to making these activities more attractive to users, facilitating participation, and as a result, support the associated health benefits. However, what is yet known is how to design for gamification if physical effort is involved, and how designers can utilize the unique opportunities technology offers, while addressing the associated challenges of an exerting body.

This paper aims to contribute to this knowledge by discussing design strategies enabled by technology for the gamification of exertion activities we identified from our own experience of designing exertion games. The result is an initial understanding of the opportunities technology offers to designers who want to create more engaging exertion experiences.

Gamification and exertion

Gamification in an exertion context is not new. The authors recall physical education experiences where the teacher has used game elements to make physical exercises more engaging. Furthermore, in our personal interactions with children, we found a common approach to get children to engage in a mundane physical task is to turn the task into a game to make it “more fun”. We are interested in what happens in this process, what unique characteristics the involved exertion affords, and how technology can support this process.

Traditional approaches to turning exercise into a game generally involve the creation of a competition aspect around the activity. This often means that “let’s do X” turns into “let’s see who can do X the fastest”. An exertion activity that is centered on a competitive element has previously been used to define sports [1], and as such, we propose that the notion of gamification for exertion activity describes the process of turning exercise into a sport. There might be exceptions to this statement, fed by the fact that the definition of sport is not universally agreed upon [5], however, we believe this view can serve designers as useful guide.

One requirement to enable such a competition is to allow participants to compare athletic performance. In order to compare athletic performance, the activity needs to be measurable and hence quantifiable [2]. In conventional sports, traditional devices such as measurement tapes and stopwatches have been used to quantify athletic performance.
New opportunities for the gamification of exertion activities

In addition to these existing “conventional” tools for measuring athletic performance and hence enabling comparisons, we believe digital technology allows for additional means of gamification.

Comparisons over distance and time

Digital technology allows measuring and comparing athletic performance over distance, supporting distributed participants, and over time, meaning that the measurement is persistent and can be compared against future performances. A commercial product that utilizes comparisons over time is the Garmin system that offers a ghost runner feature that indicates how fast a user is running based on his/her previous run, indicated by a “ghost runner” that is trailing or running ahead of the athlete’s current performance [4].

We have designed the Pushing Pixels system [9], which aims to push this notion of comparisons over time further by allowing body-builders to engage with other body-builders, such as a coach, in an asynchronous manner: the coach performs an activity on an exercise machine, which is tracked and recorded, and then played back once the user uses the same machine at a later time, being offered feedback on how much their performances match. This is done in order to facilitate the most appropriate execution of the movements to maximize athletic effectiveness and minimize injury risks.

Comparisons of alternative exertion data

The ability to measure and compare exertion data has been focused on athletic performance so far. However, novel sensor technologies and advanced analysis techniques allow for new opportunities to measure exertion activity, and hence to compare such data. For example, sensors cannot only measure athletic performance such as distance and time, but also how the human body responds to the exertion activity [7]. Games can be constructed around users’ heartbeats, their respiration rate, their brain activity and so forth. Technology allows sensing new bodily information that was so far difficult to acquire and possibly also difficult to understand, but can now be readily utilized in gaming contexts.

For example, in Jogging over a Distance [8], we have used heart rate data of distributed joggers to enable a novel exertion experience that focuses on bodily effort, rather than on the traditional athletic performance that is centered on time and distance.

Handicapping for more engaging comparisons

Technology can also facilitate the handicapping of a user’s abilities in order to enable “fairer” comparisons: competitions are not engaging if participants are of very different ability, and there is no suspense or excitement because the winner is essentially known before the activity begins [5]. To address this, athletes have previously used handicaps to level out athletic abilities, for example in golf. However, this usually involves making a stronger participant weaker. Knowing that one’s abilities are artificially constrained might hinder engagement with the activity. Technology can address this by concealing such a handicap. For example, in a networked game participants might not be aware that their performance is artificially dampened. This might facilitate engagement, however, can raise ethical concerns.
In Jogging over a Distance [8], we have used heart rate data from the participants, but instead of using the beats-per-minute value, we have processed the relative increase to the participants’ target heart rates as input to the experience. This meant that an experienced runner had to increase his/her heart rate by 10% if he/she wants to keep up with a beginner who has increased his/her heart rate by 10%, even though their absolute heart rates might be very different. With this design strategy, we enabled a novel experience that allowed very fast runners to jog with beginners, an experience not easily achieved without the technology.

**Conclusion**
In conclusion, we have argued that the notion of gamification is not new when it comes to exertion activities; however, technology enables new opportunities to facilitate this process. We have detailed a set of design strategies that benefit from digital technology to support novel game experiences. We are looking forward to discussing them as part of the gamification agenda, contributing an exertion perspective to the dialogue.
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